
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 July 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Keira P for always demonstrating our three core values in everything you do; 

Mostafa I for always working incredibly hard and pushing himself to learn more in science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Justas M and Kadie-Lee M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Naema A, Alan B and Beren Y for always demonstrating our three core values 

in everything you do, also excellent intervention; Barbara S for always demonstrating our three core values in 

everything you do; Gabriella C, Lewis B, Lacey S and Joel M for always demonstrating our three core values in 

everything you do. Amazing contribution in Morning Meeting. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Maisie M and Olivia C for showing determination to succeed in French; 

Lacey F for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ellie Mae H for being exceptionally kind by sharing her delicious birthday cake 

and working really hard in lessons. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Faye A, Emmanuel O, Jessie C, Lucas F, Poppy-Mai F, Xander S and Olivia D 

for always demonstrating our three core values every English lesson. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Olivia M, Ethan C and Olivia D for showing the value of determination by 

giving 100% effort in Lexonik intervention! Well done; David A for showing the values of integrity and respect by 

always being polite and well mannered. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Brooke F for achieveing a silver award in the 800m! Well done; Ellie Mae H and 

Olivia M for being supportive to other pupils in PE and helping and encouraging them to do well. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Charlie L for always being super polite, happy, friendly and helpful; his maths 

class for being really hard-working, helpful and kind! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Mr Hayes' advisory for showing determination to succeed in lessons with 

revision for their assessment. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Emily R for excellent work in Art and for demonstrating our three core values. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 July 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Lucas S for demonstrating respect for our classroom by helping tidy the room 

after DEAR. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Teddy N for showing determination to succeed in Spanish assessments. Well 

done! 

Miss Gregory & Miss Nelson would like to appreciate John M for helping with breakfast club; Daniel N, Peter W, 

Caitlyn K and Caitlyn H for showing  all core values in Morning Meeting. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Sam M and Tom K for showing integrity and determination in our Spanish 

lessons. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ethan H for always working hard in every science lesson 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Milly L for achieving a gold award in the 800m. Well Done; Jessica H for 

achieving a bronze award in the 800m. Well Done. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Mia B for showing determination and making good progress in maths. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate 8 set 3 for showing determination to succeed in lessons with revision for their 

assessment. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Y8 DT group for showing determinatoion, and working so hard to learn new 

skills in Design & Technology. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ben O for always showing determination in English; Andrey R for always showing 

determination in English, and having a wonderful attitude to his studies; Alex Y for his hard work and engagement 

in English. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 July 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Doyle would like to appreciate James T, Connor O, Brook A, Andrew K and Josephine T for excellent behaviour 

whilst on the trip to the Orme. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Evie G and Sophie E for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done; Nadia A for showing intergrity during DEAR. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ephrem E for always working so incredibly hard. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Billy C and Curtis S for always demonstrating our three core values every 

English lesson. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Taylor M for achieving a gold award in the 800m in athletics. Well Done; Lucy 

S for achieving a silver award in the 800m in athletics. Well Done. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate 9 set 4 for showing determination to succeed in lessons with revision for their 

assessment. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 July 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Oresti K and Sadie A for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Adam C, Kyle P, James C, Daniel N, Tom H, Alex D, Thomas H, Ethan T, 

Preslav M, Alfie W, Liam M, Taylor C, Denis G and Lucy O for showing all core values in intervention. 

Miss Gregory & Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Elysse C and Nell C for always showing all core values in 

Morning Meeting. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Alan G for always demonstrating our three core values every English lesson; 

Harry W, Daniel N, Emma C and Kate D for always demonstrating our three core values every Morning Meeting 

and during DEAR. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Gboldae T and Daniel N for showing determination to succeed in Business. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Aaron T for integrity leading to success in the topic of estimation in maths; Joy 

D for determination leading to success in the topic of estimation in maths; Natasha T for consistent effort and 

determination in maths; Kacper C for success in estimating the answes to calculations; Josh M for Integrity leading 

to good progress in Maths; Liam J for always demonstrating our three core values every maths lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate 10 set 3 for showing determination to succeed in lessons with revision for their 

assessment. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Khaia A, Libby B, Eva C, Makayla K, Bella B, Annie B, Katie J and Casey N for 

showing determination and working really hard preparing her speech; Karam E, Daniel N and Harry W for showing 

determination and working really hard preparing his speech. 

 


